February 2012

**AMoN Jars Breaking in Shipment** – Many sites had their jars break during shipment over the holidays. (This happened last year too, likely from larger holiday truck loads.) We’re including extra bubble packing in the boxes we send. Please ensure the jars can’t directly knock each other as you pack them for their return trip to the CAL.

**Do you Have Extra AMoN Sample Sets?** The CAL ships you fresh passive samplers the week before they are to be deployed; you should receive them in time to put them out in the field. You should never have an extra set of samplers at your site (other than those ready to go out in the field). If you do have extra samplers, please contact us.

**Sample Change Dates** – This is the Tuesday sample change schedule for February – March 2012.

- February 14
- February 28
- March 13
- March 27